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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
Before using the electrical appliance, the following basic precautions should always be followed including the following:

Read all instructions. 
Before use please check that the voltage of wall outlet corresponds to the one shown on the rating plate. 
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or is dropped or damaged in any 
manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair, electrical or mechanical adjustment. 
Switch off the appliance and disconnect from supply before changing accessories or approaching parts that move in use.
Do not let cord hang over edge of table or hot surface. 
Do not immerse the motorized base in liquid, or place in dishwasher. 
Close supervision is necessary when your appliance is being used near children or infirm persons. 
Ensure fingers are kept well away from the moving parts. 
Do not remove the lid until the blade has completely stopped. 
Do not attempt operation without the lid being in place. 
The use of attachments not recommended or sold by the manufacturer may cause fire, electric shock or injury. 
Check the bean box for the presence of any foreign objects before using. 
To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not put the Coffee Grinder in water or other liquid.
Appliance can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they 
have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.
Children shall not play with the appliance.
This appliance shall not be used by children.Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children.
Misuse may cause potential injury.
Care shall be taken when handling the sharp cutting blades and during cleaning.
Turn the appliance OFF, then unplug from the outlet when not in use, before assembling or disassembling parts and before 
cleaning. To unplug, grasp the plug and pull from the outlet. Never pull from the power cord.
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Make sure appliance is OFF when not in use, before putting 
on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.
Avoid contacting moving parts.
Do not operate the appliance for other than its intended 
use. 
Do not use outdoors. 

1. Bean box lid                                                  
2. Bean box                                                         
3. Start/Stop Button                                            
4.  Dose Selection Knob                                    

5 .Container lid
6. Ground Coffee Container
7. Cleaning brush
8.   Coffee spoon        

SAVE THE INSTRUCTIONS
HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
This appliance incorporated a polarized plug (one blade is 
wider than the other). To reduce the risk of electric shock, 
this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug 
can not fit fully into the socket, reverse the plug. If it still 
does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt 
to modify the plug in any way as this is a safety feature.

KNOW YOUR COFFEE GRINDER

NOTE: The Bean box holds a maximum of 250g of coffee 
beans, the Ground Coffee Container holds a maximum of 
130g of ground coffee.

NOTE: The cleaning brush can be only used for cleaning the 
appliance after use.
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COFFEE GUIDER OVERVIEW
Your Coffee Grinder has 35 unique grind size settings that are suitable for a range of brewing methods, from the finest setting for 
espresso to the coarsest setting for french press. By adjusting the Dose Selection Knob, you can choose from 2 to 12 cups of coffee as 
desired.

Coffee Grind Setting Chart

Coffee Type French Press Drip coffee Espresso

Grind size Coarse Medium Fine

Grind size range

Dose Selection 2-12 cups 2-12 cups 2  cups

Default maximum grind time 55S (12 cups) 55S  (12 cups) 18S (2 cups)

Use setting with Ground coffee container Ground coffee container Ground coffee container
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ELECTRIC PARAMETER
Rated voltage: AC120V；  
Rated frequency: 60Hz； 
Rated power:  200W；

USING THE COFFEE GRINDER
1. Before first use, clean all parts and accessories. (See “Cleaning
the Coffee Grinder” section). 
2. Place the Coffee Grinder on a dry, flat, level surface such as a 
countertop or table. 

2
Rotate the bean box clockwise to 
lock it, and then the grind size can 
be adjusted.

1

Install the bean box into the correct 
position of the appliance.
Make the positioning ribs at the 
bean box align with the grooves at 
the main body. The bean box can 
be removed when the icon “   ”at 
the bean box aligns with the icon 
“    ”.  

3

To adjust the grind size, rotate 
the bean box clockwise, the grind 
size will become fine gradually; 
Rotate the bean box anticlockwise, 
the grind size will become coarse 
gradually.
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4 Open the bean box lid and add coffee beans 
(freshly roasted). Replace the lid. 

5

Use with ground coffee container:
Put the ground coffee container 
(with the sealing ring opened) 
under the ground coffee outlet to 
collect ground coffee in the ground 
coffee container. 

Sealing ring

S E T T I N G  A N D  R U N N I N G  T H E 
GRINDER
TIP: Refer to the “Coffee Grind Setting chart” for preset settings. 
Experiment with the different grind size, dose and time settings 
to achieve your desired taste. 

WARNING: The appliance can not work for  3  minutes 
continuously within 10 minutes, and it must rest for 30 minutes 
if the working time exceeds 3 minutes.

1

Plug into a power outlet. 
Rotate the bean box to select the 
grind size ranging from 1 (Fine) to 
35 (Coarse) . Refer to the “Coffee 
Grind Chart”.
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2

Rotate the Dose Selection Knob to 
select the number of cups or shots 
(rotate clockwise to increase; rotate 
counterclockwise to decrease). 
French press, Drip coffee: You can 
select between2 - 12 cups. 
Espresso: You can select between 2 
shots. 
NOTE: The maximum grinding time 
is the time for grinding 12 cups of 
ground coffee.

3

Press Start/Stop button to begin 
grinding operation as per selected 
grind size and dose. 
Grinder will stop automatically 
when the selected dose is finished 
grinding. 

4

You can pause the Coffee Grinder  
by pressing the Start/Stop button, 
if desired. This helps to settle coffee 
grounds in the Ground Coffee 
Container. 

5
The coffee grinder will not work 
when the Dose Selection Knob 
turns to “OFF” .
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COFFEE GRINDER USE TIPS
1. Freshly ground coffee is the key to making coffee with 
more flavor and body.
2. Use freshly roasted coffee beans with a ‘roasted on’ date to 
maximize flavor, not a use-by or best before date.
3. Use coffee beans between 5 and 20 days after the ‘roasted 
on’ date for optimal freshness.
4. Coffee flavor and strength is a personal preference. Vary 
the type of coffee beans, amount of coffee and fineness of 
grind to achieve the flavor you prefer.
5. Store coffee beans in a dark, cool and dry place. Vacuum 
seal if possible.
6. Buy whole beans in small batches to reduce the storage 
time of coffee beans.
7. Once coffee is ground, it quickly loses its flavor and 
aroma. For the best results, grind beans immediately before 
brewing.
8. When storing the appliance, run grinder empty to clear 
ground beans left in chamber.
9. Run grinder for 10-15 seconds to purge some coffee before 
each use, for maximum freshness.
10. Clean the bean box and conical burrs regularly.
It is best to change the grind size while the Coffee Grinder is 
running.

CARE AND CLEAN
NOTE: Unplug the Coffee Grinder before cleaning.
IMPORTANT: To avoid damage, never wash or immerse the main 
body of Coffee Grinder, burrs, or power cord in water, or place in 
the dishwasher.

CLEANING THE BURRS 

If the Coffee Grinder is used frequently, the burrs should be 
cleaned regularly for the best performance and especially 
important when grinding for espresso coffee. Cleaning enables 
the burrs to achieve the finest, most consistent grinds possible 
every time. 

 

1

The bean box, bean box lid, ground 
coffee container and container lid 
can be cleaned with warm, soapy 
water, then rinse with clean water 
and dry thoroughly.

2
Wipe clean the main body of Coffee 
Grinder with a soft, damp cloth. Dry 
thoroughly with a soft dry cloth. 
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1
Empty the bean box. Remove the 
lid and the bean box. 

2
Remove the upper burr. 

3
Clean the upper burr with the 
cleaning brush.

4

Clean the lower burr with the 
cleaning brush or use a vacuum 
cleaner to remove coffee residue.

5
Install the upper burr well in 
position. 

6
Install the bean box and bean box 
lid well in position.

Upper burr

Lower burr
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TROUBLESHOOTING
IF YOUR COFFEE GRINDER MALFUNCTIONS OR FAILS TO OPERATE.

Problem Solution

If the Coffee Grinder does not turn on.

--Plug the Coffee Grinder into a power outlet.
--If you have a circuit breaker box, make sure the circuit is closed. Try unplugging the 
Coffee Grinder, then plug it back in.
--The grinding time exceeds 3 minutes within 10 minutes, suggest making the 
appliance rest for 30 minutes for cooling down. Try unplug the Coffee Grinder, then 
plug it back in.

If the Coffee Grinder runs when switched on, 
but coffee does not grind.

The burrs require cleaning or are worn. Refer to “Care and Cleaning” section for 
detailed information on cleaning the burrs.

If the Coffee Grinder is operating normally,but 
stops abruptly.

Immediately turn off the Coffee Grinder. A coffee bean, may have jammed the burrs. 
Refer to “Care and Cleaning” section for detailed information on cleaning the burrs.

If the problem cannot be corrected. Contact the after-sale service department.
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